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ON SAND, GRAVEL, SNOW
GRASS, MUD,

ON SLOPES AND DOWNHILL 
YOU CAN CARRY CASES AND

PALLET UP TO 2 TONS
WEIGHT 845 KG

2 TRANSLATION SPEEDS
AND REVERSE GEAR

®Presents



Many times we hear that everything has already been invented in this amazing World
we live in.
Great discoveries and inventions are created by research groups consisting of
Scientists who dedicate their whole life to research, and in the main operating in new
technologies. 
In fact, it is true that the development of a unique new product is an extremely rare occur-
rence; and we recognize that it is usually existing products being improved and updated,
and the unique new product has been missed for a long time- or was missing!!!

Now it is true that unique product is here and HINOWA S.p.A. has invented and pro-
duced a uniquely special machine that will help to resolve all the transport and logi-
stic problems, until now considered difficult, unsolvable and expensive.

The new invention is a TRACKED FORKLIFT and it is named 
Traditional forklifts are universally used on building sites, in agriculture, in the gar-
dening industry and in many other different fields to move pallets and cases.

Since the traditional wheeled forklifts are only able to work on even, paved, concrete
or asphalt surfaces it is easy to understand the big limits they have because they are
only able to work in large squares.

Our new tracked forklift                          can access anywhere be it gravel,
sandy, muddy, snowy or uneven ground and furthermore on downhill and sloping
roads, with a load capacity of 2 Tons in complete safety.

The tracked forklift                               can be transported on lorry and be unloa-
ded with normal aluminium ramps or by the crane of the lorry itself.

The application fields are, as already mentioned, enormous and include building
sites, the country, the mountains, the beach, the farms and it offers enormous oppor-
tunities in the Hire Sector.

The                                 will be an irreplaceable, invaluable and economic help that
will save money and time and decrease the amount of workload and increase safety
at the same time.

The costs are very reasonable and if you consider the great services it will perform, it
is obvious that the costs will be amortized quickly over the early months of use.
Maintenance is minimal and it can be driven by all your employees.
Test it!!
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